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Abstract. The Economic Value Added formally translates the  theoretical notion of excess profit 
(also known as residual income). Its use is so firmly entrenched in applied corporate finance and 
management accounting that its name  is often used as a noun for denoting the concept of excess 
profit itself. This paper investigates the conceptual properties of such a notion and, in particular, it 
studies the relations between the excess profit generated in a period and the excess profit generated 
in the following period, showing that the classical approach forgets the past story of the project and 
the evolution of the capital invested. On the basis of this analysis, a new approach to residual 
income is offered, called Systemic Value Added (SVA). The latter takes account of the dynamic 
system governing the evolution of the capital invested, and is coherently additive in that the 
uncompounded sum of the SVAs leads to the Net Final Value.  Interesting relations between the 
classical approach and the new approach are provided, and a final conventionalist position is 
endorsed: the excess profit is not an unambiguous concept and the choice between either 
approaches depends on the pieces of information one is willing to retrieve. 
 
 
[An English translation of sections 3 and 4 is provided at the end of the original paper] 
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF SECTIONS 3 AND 4 
 
 
 
 
3. The new period index SVA 
 
 
This section is entirely devoted to the search of an index representing the excess profit generated in 
a period s by project P, abstracting from Stewart’s and Peccati’s results. To this end, it is worth 
describing the investor’s wealth as referred to hypothesis (i) and hypothesis (ii), each of which is 
depicted by means of a double-entry sheet: If (ii) occurs (project rejection), his wealth sE  at time s  
is structured as follows: 
 
 
Uses | Sources       
sC  | sE        (6a) 
 
 
 
for s=0,1,2,…, n , with sC = sE = siE )1(0 + . As for (i) (project acceptance), the investor finds two 
items in the debit side, and one in the credit side, which means that he owns an activity C whose 
rate of return is i , and an activity P whose period return rate is sx , and his wealth E is the sum of 
the two activities:  at time s 
 
 
 
Uses | Sources 
sC  | sE   
sw  |        (6b) 
 
 
where sC ,  sw , sE  denote the values of items C, P,  and E respectively, s=0,1,… , n . In eq. (6a) 
the value of account C evolves according to the following recurrence equation: 
 
                                1)1(1 ≥+= − siCC ss ,        with  00 EC = ,    (7a) 
 
whereas  in eq. (6b) one gets the recurrence equations 
 
sss aiCC ++= − )1(1       1≥s ,       and           000 aEC −=   
ssss axww −+= − )1(1       1≥s ,       and            00 aw = .      (7b) 
 
 
While eq. (7a) is obvious,  eq. (7b) is made clear if one considers that, in case (ii) is verified, the 
investor must record the following facts: cash flow sa  is reinvested in C, the capital invested in the 
project increases by an amount equal to sROI * 1CI −s  (in our case denoted by 1−sswx ) which 
measures the operating profit generated by P and decreases by the amount sa , which is reinvested 
in C. Which is the resulting excess profit of investment P over the reject-case profit? Evidently, it is 
given by the difference between profit relative to case (i) and profit relative to case (ii). To compute 
the former one just has to consider the difference between consecutive wealths: 
 
=+=− −−− 111 sssss iCwxEE operating profit from P+interest on C. 
 
The other profit is merely  
 
11 −− =− sss iCEE .    
 
The excess profit for period s , which I call Systemic Value Added,  is thus given by 
 
)()()(SVA 1
1
1
1
1 −−−−− −−=−−−= sssssssss CCiwxEEEE .   (8) 
 
It is expressed as the difference between operating profit from the project and virtual interest that 
the investor foregoes owing to the undertaking of P. It is easy to show that the sum of excess 
profits, which I call Grand-total Systemic Value Added (GSVA), coincide with the Net Final Value 
(NFV) and therefore, on the ground of what we have previously seen, with the sum of the EVAs 
compounded to time n   (the )(GEVA n in eq. (3b)). We have 
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Using eq. (4), eq. (10) becomes  
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Placing eq. (11) into eq. (8), 
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Finally, using induction,1 one gets  
NFV)1(EVASVAGSVA
1s1
=+== −
==
∑∑ snn sn
s
s i .   (13) 
                                                          
1 See Appendix 1. 
Therefore, due to eq. (13) the GSVA, the )(GEVA n  and the NFV provide the same solution to the 
decision process, because 
)GEVA()1(NPVNFVGSVA ni n =+==  
or, referring to time 0, 
GEVANPV)1(NFV)1(GSVA ==+=+ −− nn ii . 
While the three above indexes coincide (they refer to the entire length n ), the decomposition in 
period margins is different. We have seen that Peccati’s (op.cit.) period NPV sg coincides with 
EVA. The latter however differs from the Systemic Value Added. For the EVA model to result in a 
decomposition equal to the SVA model, one should assume  
1
1
1 −−− −= sss CCw . 
If it were so, one would get, from eq. (8), 
s111s EVA)(SVA =−=−= −−− ixwiwwx sssss  
But this assumption is not verified, as we will see. 
 
 
4. Relations between SVA and EVA 
 
It is straightforward to note that the sSVA  can be written as 
∑−
=
+=
1
1
SVAEVASVA
s
h
hss i      (14) 
This relation enables one to interpret the excess profit as the sum of period-s EVA (generated by the 
invested capital 1−sw ) and the (virtual) interest on the s−1 indirect factors hSVA . The latter 
represent the excess profits generated in the previous periods: once generated, they produce interest 
in the following periods at the interest rate i  relative to account C. For a better understanding, 
consider a three-period project.  Denoting with sG  the period-s EVA compounded to final date 3, 
the EVAs and the SVAs are reported in the following prospect: 
 
1G = 21 )1(EVA i+    11 EVASVA =  
2G = )1(EVA2 i+    122 SVAEVASVA i+=  
3G = 3EVA     2133 SVASVAEVASVA ii ++=     
(15a) 
or, more significantly,  
 
1G = )EVAEVA()EVA(EVA 12111 iii +++         11 EVASVA =  
2G = 22 EVAEVA i+            122 EVAEVASVA i+=  
3G = 3EVA             212133 EVA)EVAEVA(EVASVA iii +++=   
 
(15b) 
 
where the first column decomposes the GEVA(n), and the second one decomposes the GSVA. As 
may be seen, the GEVA-NFV model operates in two stages. In the first one EVA1 , EVA 2 , EVA 3  
are calculated. As the three residual incomes refer to different times, they are moved to a common 
date (in our case, time n ), so that they may be summed, by computing interest on each period quota 
(the first one for two periods, the second one for one period, no interest for the third one). By 
contrast, the GSVA model does not need any capitalization. The heart of the matter just lies in this. 
The first quota in the GSVA model is EVA1 , which correctly expresses the differences between 
what the investor earns by investing in P in period 1 and what he would earn if he invested the same 
funds at the rate i . As for the second period one must take account, in the calculation of the excess 
profit, that in the previous period a differential equal to SVA1  has been generated. The latter, 
invested at the rate i  in account C, produces differential interest equal to i SVA1  Such an interest, 
earned in the second period and therefore to be ascribed to that period, derives from the excess 
profit generated in the previous period and is to be summed to the direct excess profit EVA 2 , which 
is generated by the capital invested in the project at the beginning of the period. Iterating the line of 
reasoning, the third quota of the GSVA takes account of differential interest on the first two quotas 
as well. Such an interest is generated in the third period and therefore is relative to this period. 
Financially, it is always possible to interpret the SVA s  as capital invested at time s  which produces 
interest with linear capitalization at the interest rate i  up to time n , for a grand total of ssni SVA)( −  
each. It is easily checked that, summing eq. (14) by s, one gets2 
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By contrast, in the EVA model, 1G  incorporates the term i EVA1  which should be imputed to the 
second period, whereas it includes a third addend which actually will be generated only in the third 
period. At the same time, 2G  includes i EVA 2 , which is created in the third period, but does not 
include the term i EVA1  (which is comprehended in the preceding quota 1G ). Finally, 3G  forgets 
the interest generated by the other period quotas. 
 
                                                          
2 See Appendix 2. 
 
